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U15 Supplemental Divisions
The purpose of the Supplemental Season shall be to give those players and clubs an opportunity for
statewide competitive soccer when high school play is not offered/available.
The U15 Supplemental Season shall be focused on player development and participation, and has some
U15 Supplemental division specific rules (see below). Generally, a club will utilize one supplemental
team, as there are no roster requirements (max 22) and unlimited club passcarding.
U15 Supplemental Season:
The ‘Supplemental Season’ will be offered the same season as the high school soccer season:
U15 Boys Supplemental Season- Fall
U15 Girls Supplemental Season- Spring
There is no P1 > P2 > C1 > C2 structure in U15 Supplemental. Supplemental divisions are typically
‘Supplemental Red, Blue, etc’ – however, we recently divisioned supplemental teams regionally, like the
U13 regional division. This was well received, and is possible to happen in the future.
The Supplemental Season shall follow the same Rules and Regulations as the primary season with the
following exceptions:
- There will be no minimum roster size.
- Clubs will be required to submit player contracts for players registered to the team.
- Unlimited club passcarding to U15 Supplemental divisions (per eligibility).
- Teams participating in the Supplemental division will NOT directly impact the teams of the primary U15
season. U15 primary season placement is dependent on U14.
- Clubs will have the option to play small-sided games – if agreed upon by the coaches (Minimum 8v8).
- Registration fees will remain unchanged.
- Small-side games can take place on smaller fields (that have COI and are safe for use), or utilize a fullsize field (not advised).
The registration / enrollment process for U15 Supplemental is the same as the other divisions’
registration, and follows the same schedule.

